New 3800 series 2 engine

The block is made of cast iron and all use two-valve-per-cylinder iron heads, actuated by
pushrods. The engine, originally designed and manufactured in the United States, was also
produced in later versions in Australia. The was on the Ward's 10 Best Engines of the 20th
century list, made Ward's yearly 10 Best list multiple times, and is one of the most-produced
engines in history. To date, over 25 million have been produced. In , GM sold the design to
Kaiser-Jeep. The muscle car era had taken hold, and GM no longer felt the need to produce a
V6, considered in North America an unusual engine configuration at the time. The energy crisis
a decade later prompted the company to buy the design back from American Motors AMC , who
had by that point bought Kaiser-Jeep , and the descendants of the early continue to be the
most-common GM V6 as it developed into a very durable and reliable design. This engine has
the cylinders numbered on the left-hand bank front bank for FWD applications and on the
right-hand bank, the number 1 cylinder being the furthest from the flywheel end. The firing order
is Washington Avenue in Saginaw, Michigan. The uneven firing pattern was often perceived as
roughness, leading a former American Motors executive to describe it as "Rougher than a cob.
In , Buick redesigned the crankshaft to a "split-pin" configuration to create an "even-firing"
version. Since the cylinders center-lines were no longer centralized over the crank pin bearing
journals, the connecting rods were re-designed with the big-ends offset from the piston pin
ends by 1. The engine in this configuration became known to have "off-center bore spacing".
The off-center design continued up until the LN3 version of the engine, when the left-hand bank
of cylinders was moved forward relative to the right-hand bank. Although the actual bore
spacing between cylinders on the same bank remained unchanged at 4. Buick Division,
concerned about high manufacturing costs of their innovative aluminum V8, sought to develop
a cheaper, cast-iron engine based on the same tooling. In initial form, it had a bore and stroke of
3. Dubbed the Fireball V6, it became the standard engine in the Buick Special. The bore was
increased to 3. It was known as the Dauntless V6 and used a much heavier flywheel than the
Buick version to damp vibrations resulting from the engine's firing pattern. Buick sold the
tooling for this engine to Kaiser in , as the demand for the engine was waning steadily in an era
of V8s and muscle cars. One quick idea was tried by Buick engineers â€” taking an old Fireball
V6 picked up at a junkyard and installing it into a Buick Apollo. However, AMC's cost per unit
was deemed as too high. Instead of buying completed engines, GM made an offer to buy back
the tooling and manufacturing line from AMC in April, , and began building the engines on
August The bore was enlarged to 3. In , GM began to market the as the 3. Starting in , the engine
was used in the front-wheel drive Buick Riviera , though still with a longitudinal mounting.
Larger valves and better intake and exhaust boosted the power output for A turbocharged
version was introduced as the pace car at the Indianapolis , and a production turbo arrived in
The turbo 3. The LC2 engine has a bore x stroke of 3. The turbocharged Buick Regal Grand
National GNX was called America's quickest automobile, and the model continues to be
collected and appreciated today. A smaller version of this engine was produced in and for the
Century, Regal and Chevrolet Monza. The bore was reduced to 3. This engine was used in many
large rear-wheel drive Buicks, and in some models from each of GM's other divisions, including
Cadillac which offered the "big" Buick V6 in several models from to as a credit option to the
troublesome V engine used in and early versions of the aluminum-block Cadillac HT V8
introduced in It was also the standard powerplant in the front-drive Riviera and Oldsmobile
Toronado from to Additionally, the 4. Its only weakness was the intake valve seals. This was the
first naturally aspirated GM V-6 to feature a 4-barrel carburetor. Introduced in , it was a lower
deck version of the 3. It shared the same bore size as its larger sibling, but featured a smaller
stroke of 2. The LN7 is a multiport fuel injected version of the LK9. It was introduced for and
used the VIN code: L. It was replaced in with the 3. In mid, the 3. In , it received sequential fuel
injection SFI and it was initially produced in two forms, the LG2 with flat lifters tappets , and the
LG3 with a roller camshaft and lifters. The latter was offered in various models through From ,
the 3. Power produced by this engine was:. Introduced in , the LN3 would later be loosely
considered the Pre-Series I , although the older 3. This generation continued in use in several
GM products into the early s. In fact, supercharger -related hardware can be fitted to an LN3
without changing the cylinder heads ECM reprogramming required. The L27 has a two piece,
upper plenum intake and lower intake, the LN3 is all one piece. A smaller 3. It is effectively a
lower-deck version of the , with a smaller bore and stroke of 3. Unlike the , however, it used a
batch-fire injection system rather than sequential injection, as evidenced by the lack of a cam
position sensor. It also did not have a balance shaft. However, the Australian L27 retained the
LN3's one piece upper intake and lower plenum. The L36 made its debut in HP was rated at for
engines Gen2 supercharger with a 2. All of the additional horsepower for Gen3 supercharged
engines was gained by using epoxy not teflon as commonly believed coated supercharger
rotors to improve efficiency, a larger supercharger inlet and throttle body, Thus the utilized a 2.

The easiest way to spot the difference between the Gen2 and Gen3 is the smaller pulley and the
ribs on the side of the Gen2 extend all the way down the sides, while the Gen3 ribs stay on only
the top, they perform sightly differently and interchanging one without tuning may result in
strange behavior of the engine. Redline on Gen3 engines is at rpm but the ECM will shift at rpm
without performance shift enabled. Introduced in , the Series II is quite a different engine. It is
also by far the most popular of the family for its power, smoothness, fuel efficiency, and
reliability, although the stroke for the 3. That said, the engine architecture was vastly changed.
The deck height is shorter than the Series I, reducing weight and total engine package size. A
new intake manifold improved breathing while a redesigned cylinder head featured larger valves
and a higher compression ratio. The new intake manifold greatly improved airflow. To meet
emissions standards, an EGR tube was placed in the intake manifold to reduce combustion
temperatures. GM recalled 1. The fire could spread to the nearby plastic spark plug wire
retainers on the valve cover and then to the rest of the engine compartment. GM fitted the
affected vehicles with redesigned spark plug wire retainers. The engine would then hydrolock.
The lower intake gaskets and upper intake manifolds were revised, correcting all these issues.
The L67 is the supercharged version of the Series II L36 and appeared in , one year after the
normally aspirated version. Both engines share the same engine blocks, but compression is
reduced from 9. Final drive ratios are reduced in most applications, for better fuel economy and
for improved use of the engine's torque in the low RPM range. Like most V6s, the engine is well
known for its reliability and low maintenance costs. The engine is a popular choice for
aftermarket modification thanks to its very strong internals and impressive power gains from
basic upgrades. The Series III engines include many changes. The upper and lower intake
manifold is now aluminum on the naturally aspirated models. Intake ports are mildy improved,
1. Electronic throttle control is added to all versions, as is returnless fuel injection. Emissions
are also reduced. Also note that Series III engines are the base for any produced for the year
and up. The difference is that Series III engines received the new superchargers Generation 5 Eaton M90 - if equipped , intake manifolds, fuel systems, and electronics. It is still a 3.
Compression remains at 9. The powdered metal connecting rods were meant to be introduced
in along with the L32, but the GM plant in Bay City, Michigan that supplies the Flint, Michigan
plant could not achieve the desired production dates in time for that engine year. Introduced in ,
the main differences between the L67 and the L32 are the L32's electronic throttle control,
slightly improved cylinder head design, and updated Eaton supercharger, the Generation 5 M
As with the L67, premium fuel 91 octane or higher is required, but the PCM can compensate for
lower octane fuel at the cost of acceleration. The use of below 87 octane fuel can cause
detonation that eventually leads to engine damage and failure. Production of the V6 engine
officially ended on August 22, when plant 36 was closed. There was a closing ceremony and
speakers who extolled the virtues of the engine. Originally GM had set this date for January 1, ;
however, due to the vast number of complaints from both investors and customers because of
the popularity and reliability of the engine, the date was extended. From Wikipedia, the free
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I own a Impala LS with the 3. It has , miles on it, not a single problem. Am I just running on luck
or is this engine really just that good? I've heard great things about them, and I've heard of
some reaching , miles. I have no engine lights on, it runs very smooth, good consistent idle,
great response to throttle, and it gets great gas mileage. It still has all of its power from 17 years
ago, it acts that way anyways. What's your opinion? Is it a good engine lineup, or is it just luck?
Bad intake manifolds are a known issue. Jordan answered 3 years ago. Yeah I have experience
with that. I have replace my upper intake manifold because the other one exploded. At least it
got me more familiar with my car though! It has the series II engine. I put 1,,, miles in 6 years,
now it has 1,,, the only things I've changed on it is the oil, the transmission fluid, the brake fluid
radiator flush. It still runs great. Now it need power steering pump changed and rack and pinion.
I drove the car too rough but it still runs great. I set my lighter that comes with the vehicle and
put it on the center of the engine, then started the engine and the lighter never moved, that's

how well those engines are built. So my answer to your question is you have a great engine, it's
no luck it's just built great. The 3. Junk junk junk!!! Alex answered 11 months ago. So it's been
traveling around mph for a straight 6 years. Which Galaxy's have you made it to? I bought my
Buick Park Ave in with 36k miles shortly after its original owner had traded it in when the
warranty expired. I drove it daily for 14 years and when I finally traded it in it had almost , miles
and the engine was still going strong. Over the life of the vehicle we replaced the main belt and
several other items that are basically regular maintenance battery, wheel bearings etc. But I was
insistent on finding another with low miles. Not bad for a barely broken in luxury vehicle. I found
papers in the glove box and traced the original owner to an year-old guy in Florida. I will say we
had to replace the water pump last week and in January there were some lines leaking oil
because the fittings were made of plastic so we had them replaced. If you buy a car with a. Have
them go over it, preferably before you buy. One of those times I had just got back from Hocking
Hills in Ohio where the roads curve around steep hills with sheer dropoffs. Sorry this is long,
and I realize the original post from the asker was a few years ago, but I hope my comments are
helpful. I put a Pontiac 3. William answered 5 months ago. GuruJ3W9Z answered 5 months ago.
I have a monte Carlo ss I brought it back from the dead it had a blown engine found a Pontiac 3.
Doc answered 4 months ago. Pretty sure he ment 1,, lol Its still alot of driving, miles a day, every
day, for SIX years! That's not much better lol. Alex answered 4 months ago. Remember that kid
in the 6th grade that had the uncle that jumped 85 school buses on his big wheel when just 4
years old? Same kid. GuruJ3W9Z answered about a month ago. I've heard great things about
them, and I'v Sold as super sport Impala. But, there are no holes for super sport moldings. The
vehicle has Impala molding on the outside. The vehicle has center drive shift, bucket seats, and
SS on the door So basically ineed ideas for a classic car that is good on gas. Whem i say
classic i mean like chevy impala classic, but it cant be that expensive and it cant be that bad on
gas this car being poss I know that the impala is in model form in other years but cannot find a
small version of this car anywhere. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Chevrolet Impala question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Chevrolet Impala Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. While the stroke for the 3. The deck
height is shorter than the Series I, which reduced its weight and total engine package size. A
new intake manifold improved breathing, while a redesigned cylinder head featured larger
valves and a higher compression ratio. The result was a hp and lb. This increased fuel mileage
by a substantial margin and provided GM some engineering success. However, in April, , GM
issued a recall on 1. See the sidebar at the end of this article. Did You Knowâ€¦ The Buick 3.
That was to allow GM to machine it on the same line as their V8 with common tooling.
Unfortunately, that meant it had two cylinders missing in the firing order â€” making it a
strange-sounding, rough-riding, odd-firing engine. GM engineers realized that the would still
need a balance shaft to make it suitable for the upscale FWD cars later on. Note: This bulletin,
issued in September , is being revised to add to the model year. Condition: Some customers
may comment on excessive engine coolant consumption, or an engine coolant leak near or
under the throttle body area of the upper intake manifold. This could be related to upper intake
manifold composite material that may degrade around the EGR stove pipe and could result in
an internal or external coolant leak. To make the repair, follow the upper intake manifold
removal instructions found in the Engine Unit Repair section of the service information manual.
Refer to the arrow in the illustration of the upper intake manifold see Figure 1. Inspect the inner
diameter of the EGR passage for signs of material degradation. Advertisement If degradation of
upper intake manifold composite material is found, replace the lower and upper intake
manifolds with the following part numbers:. Follow the lower and upper intake manifold
installation instructions found in the Engine Unit Repair section of the appropriate service
manual. If degradation is not apparent, evaluate the vehicle for other causes of excessive
coolant consumption as noted in the Engine Diagnosis section of the appropriate service
manual. Be advised that the procedure used to service the crankshaft balancer has been
revised. Use the following procedure to properly service the crankshaft balancer on these
engines. According to GM, there has been a running design change in the crankshaft balancer.
This change affects engines built late in the model year L27 and L36 and all of model year L36
and L Refer to the appropriate section in the service manual if you have the previous design
crankshaft balancer. Refer to the following procedure using J MOD for the revised design
crankshaft balancer. The crankshaft balancer designs can be easily identified by a dimple

stamped in the face of the crankshaft balancer see Figure 2 , view B. Advertisement This dimple
aids in the alignment of J and also identifies the crankshaft key location in relation to the slot in
the crankshaft balancer. The special tool J and the service procedure used to service the
previous design crankshaft balancer have not been revised. Refer to applicable service manual
and section for correct service procedures. For the revised crankshaft balancer design, you will
see a round hole drilled in the face of the crankshaft balancer see Figure 2 , view A. This hole
does not aid in the alignment of J , like the dimple on the previous designed crankshaft
balancer. The hole is used to identify the crankshaft key location in relation to the slot in the
crankshaft balancer. The special tool J has been revised to reflect the design changes and the
new tool is J MOD. The revised crankshaft balancer requires the use of three bolts J The J bolts
are silver, while the previous tool uses black bolts. Advertisement Note: The J tool should not
be used to service the previous design crankshaft balancer as damage to the balancer may
occur by using the longer bolts. The revised crankshaft balancer may have burrs on the slotted
access holes that do not allow the proper alignment of J If burrs are present, remove them by
using one of the following methods:. Removal Procedure 1. Locate the crankshaft balancer bolt.
Invert the J so that the leg of the tool is facing away from the crankshaft balancer. Install the
silver screws J to the crankshaft balancer. Turn the J to remove the crankshaft balancer from
the crankshaft. Remove the J , 2 and 4 from the crankshaft balancer. Important: The crankshaft
balancer is serviced as an assembly. Do not attempt to separate the pulley from the balancer
hub. First, lubricate the crankshaft and the inside of the balancer with clean engine oil. Lineup
the crankshaft balancer using the small hole to aid in the alignment of the crankshaft key. Install
the crankshaft balancer bolt and hold the flywheel using J Tighten the bolt to Nm lb. GM said
some of these vehicles have a condition in which drops of engine oil may be deposited on the
exhaust manifold through hard braking. If the manifold is hot enough and the oil runs below the
heat shield, it may ignite into a small flame and may spread to the plastic spark plug wire
channel and beyond, increasing the risk of an engine compartment fire. GM said dealers will
remove the spark plug wire retention channel at the front of engine and install two new spark
plug wire retainers free of charge. The recall is expected to begin this month and owners and
technicians can contact Chevrolet at , Oldsmobile at , and Pontiac at Source: General Motors.
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ource: GM media and Engine Builder magazine. Regardless of the recent recall, the Series II
has been a workhorse for GM and has provided years of dependable service. The following are
a few common service repairs for the Series II engine. This dimple aids in the alignment of J and
also identifies the crankshaft key location in relation to the slot in the crankshaft balancer. Note:
The J tool should not be used to service the previous design crankshaft balancer as damage to
the balancer may occur by using the longer bolts. Installation Procedure 1. In this article:
Cooling , Crankshaft , engine sealing , Lubrication. Watch a webinar for free on-demand! Listen
to the latest Underhood Service podcast. Stay up to date with the latest Underhood Service
news. By Ed Sunkin Sunkin. By Underhood Service Staff Writers. By Brendan Baker Baker. By
Andrew Markel. Video Series View More Videos. Sponsored Content. In a pandemic-influenced
world, driving habits may have changed, but not vehicle needs.

